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Reviewer's report:

Dear Authors

Thank you for your interesting publication From monitoring to action: Utilising health survey data in national policy development and implementation in Finland. It is focused and relevant for public health professionals working in the field of monitoring and gives an example of the arguments needed to develop and sustain a comprehensive monitoring system. The qualitative approach is a fruitful way to explore the vision of the people engaged in the use of survey data.

The language is fine and the flow of argumentation is good. However, I have some recommendations regarding methodology, reporting of results and the discussion before it is being published:

1. Please explain more in detail how the coding and categorizing was done. Did more people code? How many codes were identified? Did you use any technology to support the coding e.g. Nvivo?

2. Please provide an overview of the profiles of your informants in more detail.

3. Please consider how you report qualitative data. Instead of writing one said this, another said that and all agreed on this or that - it is helpful to focus more on the themes and sub-themes that you have identified. A general theme was... or a unique theme was... It will strengthen the style in the argumentation if the use of qualitative language was applied.

4. Please extend the discussion with a section regarding qualitative validation criteria e.g. Credibility, transferability, dependability, confirmability.
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